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We report a search for light dark matter produced through the cascading decay of η mesons, which are
created as a result of inelastic collisions between cosmic rays and Earth’s atmosphere. We introduce a new
and general framework, publicly accessible, designed to address boosted dark matter specifically, with
which a full and dedicated simulation including both elastic and quasielastic processes of Earth attenuation
effect on the dark matter particles arriving at the detector is performed. In the PandaX-4T commissioning
data of 0.63 tonne · year exposure, no significant excess over background is observed. The first constraints
on the interaction between light dark matter generated in the atmosphere and nucleus through a light scalar
mediator are obtained. The lowest excluded cross section is set at 5.9 × 10−37 cm2 for a dark matter mass of
0.1 MeV=c2 and mediator mass of 300 MeV=c2. The lowest upper limit of η to the dark matter decay
branching ratio is 1.6 × 10−7.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.131.041001

Plenty of evidences from the astrophysics and cosmo-
logy observations indicate the existence of dark matter
(DM), but its nature still remains unknown. Direct detec-
tion experiments are carried out globally to search for the
signals of DM scattering off normal matters, based on a
new interaction beyond the standard model of particle
physics. Traditional searches focus on the DM halo near the
solar system, assuming a local DM density of approxi-
mately 0.3 GeV=c2=cm3. Strong constraints have been
placed on DM with mass above 10 GeV=c2 [1–3].
However, for light DM with mass at MeV=c2 scale in
the halo, the kinetic energy is not large enough to overcome
the detector threshold, and thus the sensitivity to light DM
degrades significantly. Light DM candidates have been
acquiring more and more interest, and various theoretical
and experimental researches show great potential from
direct detection to explore the light DM parameter space
[4–13].
Recently, an interesting generic source of light DM flux

was proposed [7], where the coupling between DM and
nucleons may enable some mesons to partially decay to
DM. The mesons generated from inelastic cosmic ray
collisions with the atmosphere can produce an energetic
flux of light DM. This process can be viewed as a
continuous cosmic ray beam dump. The mass of the meson
does not have to be converted entirely to the DM mass, so
that the arising DM particle can have a kinetic energy in the
Oð100Þ MeV range. Such a benchmark model is the
hadrophilic scalar model [7,14–16], where a light Dirac
fermion DM interacts with quarks through a light scalar
mediator. Once generated, the light DM particles need to
travel through Earth to reach the DM detectors placed in the
underground laboratories. Owing to the same coupling with
nucleons, the DM flux gets attenuated through scatte-
ring with the nucleus in Earth. Previously, a cutoff at
Oð100Þ MeV was applied on the DM kinetic energy to
ensure the dominance of the coherent elastic process in the
attenuation calculation [4,8,9], but it inevitably caused
a big loss of the sensitivity of underground detectors to

these boosted DM particles. In this Letter, we perform a
sensitive search for the light atmospheric DM using the
commissioning data of the PandaX-4T experiment, where
an improved simulation of Earth attenuation effect is
performed with the quasielastic process of a light scalar
mediator included for the first time.
The PandaX-4T experiment is located in the China

Jinping Underground Laboratory, which has an overburden
of 6700 meters water equivalent and a cosmic ray muon
flux of 2.0 × 10−10 =cm2=s [17,18]. A dual-phased cylin-
drical time projection chamber (TPC) is operated with
3.7 tonne of xenon in the sensitive volume. Two arrays of
3-inch photomultiplier tubes are placed on the top and
bottom of the TPC to collect the signals. A scattering event
with xenon is recorded as a prompt scintillation signal (S1)
and a delayed electroluminescence light signal from ion-
ization electrons (S2), based on which the scattering
position and deposited energy are further reconstructed.
Signal response models are constructed based on NEST
v2.2.1 [19,20] with parameters fitted to low energy cali-
bration data. A more detailed description of the PandaX-4T
experiment is given in Refs. [2,21–23].
The hadrophilic scalar mediator model introduces a

singlet scalar mediator S and a Dirac fermion DM χ. To
satisfy existing constraints on the flavor-changing neutral
currents, the scalar mediator only couples to the DM and a
specific quark flavor (up quark in this model) [24].
Therefore, there are only four free parameters, the DM
mass mχ , the mediator mass mS, and the couplings gχ
and gu. The corresponding Lagrangian reads as follows
[7,14]:

L ⊃ −gχSχ̄LχR − guSūLuR þ H:c: ð1Þ

Under this model, the atmospheric DM flux is generated
mainly in a cascade decay of η mesons via the scalar
mediator S, η → π0S → π0χχ̄, and the η mesons are
produced by inelastic collision of cosmic rays with the
atmosphere. Contributions from heavier mesons like η0 or
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Kþ are relatively much smaller [16]. The energetic η flux
from cosmic ray collision is calculated through a
Monte Carlo simulation with the CRMC package as imple-
mented in Ref. [7].
Here we consider the situation in which a mediator is

produced on shell with 2mχ < mS < mη −mπ , where mη

andmπ are the mass of η and π0 respectively. The branching
ratio of η meson decaying to mediator S is a function of g2u
and mS [7,14]. Currently there is no dedicated measure-
ment for η → π0 þ invisible decay. The branching ratio
BRðη → π0SÞ is constrained by the uncertainties of mea-
surements of the known η decays [25]. Compared with
strong bounds on gu, the coupling gχ is much less con-
strained so that the decay S → χχ̄ can dominate the decays
of S [26]. For simplicity and maximizing the sensitivity, we
assume BrðS → χχ̄Þ ¼ 1 in our study. With these consid-
erations, the benchmark set of parameters is chosen as
mS ¼ 300 MeV=c2 and BRðη → π0SÞ ¼ 1 × 10−5.
The atmospheric DM from energetic η decay is strongly

boosted as compared with the halo DM, with a kinetic
energy Tχ up to OðGeVÞ. The possible interaction between
the fast-moving DM and nucleus along the traveling
trajectory includes coherent elastic, quasielastic (QE),
and deep inelastic scattering processes similar to the
neutrinos [27–30]. Especially, in the QE process, a fast-
moving DM would collide directly with the constituent
nucleons, so that one or more nucleons get excited or are
dislodged from the nucleus. Theoretical calculations indi-
cate that the scalar-mediated DM-nucleus interaction is
dominated by the QE process when the momentum transfer
q, or equivalently the DM kinetic energy Tχ, is above
roughly 0.2 GeV [31]. In this work, we consider Tχ up to
1 GeVand include both the elastic and QE processes in the
calculation of Earth attenuation effect. In the detector, since
the signal we are searching for is related to the final state of
the xenon nucleus after scattering, only the elastic process
is considered for the purpose of validity and conservation.
With a scalar mediator, the DM-nucleon scattering cross

section is dependent on the momentum transfer, so it is
useful to define a momentum-independent reference cross
section as follows [15]:

σ̄n ≡ ½ZySpp þ ðA − ZÞySnn�2g2χμ2n
A2πðq20 þm2

SÞ2
; ð2Þ

where Z is the number of protons, (A − Z) is the number
of neutrons, the reference momentum transfer is q20 ¼
α2m2

e, the effective scalar-nucleon couplings are ySpp ¼
0.014gump=mu and ySnn ¼ 0.012gumn=mu with mp, mn,
and mu representing the masses of the proton, neutron, and
up quark, respectively. μn is the reduced mass of DM and
nucleon. For the DM traveling through Earth or scatter with
target xenon in the underground detector, the differential
cross section of the DM-nucleus elastic scattering involving

a light scalar mediator as a function of nuclear recoil energy
ER is expressed as

dσχN
dER

¼ σ̄nA2

Emax
R

�
μN
μn

�
2

jFDMðqÞj2jFNðqÞj2; ð3Þ

where μN is the reduced mass of DM particle and the target
nucleus, Emax

R is the maximum nuclear recoil energy for a
given DM kinetic energy, q ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2mNER
p

is the momentum
transfer, mN is the mass of the target nucleus, FN is the
nuclear form factor [8,32], and FDM is the DMmomentum-
dependent form factor [15] that can be expressed as

jFDMðqÞj2 ¼
ð4m2

N þ q2Þð4m2
χ þ q2Þðm2

S þ q20Þ2
16m2

Nm
2
χðm2

S þ q2Þ2 : ð4Þ

The flux of atmospheric DM is calculated by integrating
over the total atmospheric height, which is uniformly
distributed on Earth’s surface. The attenuation effect for
the DM passing through Earth before reaching the detector
can be simulated using the PandaX-specific Monte Carlo
package [33] developed in Ref. [8], which implements the
Jinping Mountain profile and simulates both the velocity
loss and angular deflection of elastic scattering along the
DM trajectory. Compared with Ref. [8] where only the DM
flux from above the detector is considered, we improve the
simulation by including the flux below the detector coming
from the bottom part of Earth. For a small interaction cross
section, the arrival flux from the bottom is nearly equal to
that from the top, but relatively more scattering steps shift
the DM kinetic energy to the lower region.
In addition, the QE process is introduced in this

simulation. For a QE process, a DM particle with incoming
momentum k scatters directly with a constituent nucleon.
The process is expressed as

χðkÞ þ AðpAÞ → χðk0Þ þ Xð→ nþ YÞ; ð5Þ

where k0 indicates the momentum of the outgoing DM
particle, n for the scattering nucleon and Y ¼ A − 1 for the
residual nucleus. The differential cross section is then
expressed in terms of the kinetic energy T 0

χ and direction
Ω of the outgoing DM particle,

dσQE
dT 0

χdΩ
¼ Z

dσp
dT 0

χdΩ
þ ðA − ZÞ dσn

dT 0
χdΩ

; ð6Þ

where the details of the differential cross section of the
nucleon dσp=ðdT 0

χdΩÞ and dσn=ðdT 0
χdΩÞ for the proton

and neutron are given in Ref. [31]. Compared with coherent
elastic scattering, in the QE process there is no nuclear form
factor suppression for the high energy DM, but the nucleon
number A2 enhancement reduces down to A. For a certain
incident energy at each scattering step, we sample the
interaction types according to the cross sections of elastic
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and QE processes. If QE scattering happens, the distribu-
tions of the outgoing DM particle are sampled from the
differential cross section with respect to the kinetic energy
and deflection angle. More information can be found in the
supplemental material [34].
The upper panel of Fig. 1 shows the atmospheric DM

flux on Earth’s surface and that reaching the PandaX-4T
detector after attenuation. Traveling through Earth would
shift the DM flux reaching the detector to the lower kinetic
energy region due to the velocity loss, which becomes quite
obvious for large cross sections. The dips in the flux
reaching our detector near 60MeV formχ ¼ 1 MeV=c2 are
mainly due to the DM form factor, which enhances the
elastic-scattering cross section for momentum transfer q

from a few tens to several hundred MeVand causes a large
energy loss [15]. With the attenuated flux, the event rate of
scattering off the xenon in the detector is shown in the
lower panel of Fig. 1. In calculating the xenon nuclear
recoil signals, we consider DM particles with Tχ less
than 1 GeV and the elastic-scattering process only as a
conservative approach. For a comparison, the flux based on
the elastic-scattering-only assumption is overlaid, which
indicates the importance of adding the QE process in the
attenuation calculation.
The data from the PandaX-4T commissinong run is

used to search for this atmospheric DM, corresponding to
86.0 live-day exposure. The data selection criteria follows
Ref. [2], and the region of interest is defined with S1 from
2 to 135 PEs and raw S2 from 80 to 20,000 PEs. The
background components include mainly tritium, 85Kr,
222Rn, material radioactivity, surface events, 136Xe, neu-
trons, neutrinos, and accidental S1-S2 coincidence events,
with detailed estimation described in Ref. [2]. In total, 1058
events are selected in the data. A two-sided profile like-
lihood ratio method [35] is adopted to test the signal
hypothesis. We construct a standard unbinned-likelihood
function [36,37] as

Lpandax ¼
�Ynset
n¼1

Ln

�
×
�Y

b

Gðδb; σbÞ
�
×
�Y

pν

Gðδpν
; σpν

Þ
�
;

ð7Þ

where nset ¼ 5 and the single set likelihood function Ln is
defined below as

Ln ¼ PoissðN n
obsjN n

fitÞ

×

�YN n
obs

i¼1

1

N n
fit
ðNn

sPn
s ðS1i; S2ibjfpνgÞ

þ
X
b

Nn
bð1þ δbÞPn

bðS1i; S2ibjfpνgÞÞ
�
; ð8Þ

where N n
obs and N n

fit are the total observed and fitted
numbers of events for each dataset n, respectively; Nn

s
and Nn

b are the number of DM signal and background
events; and Pn

s ðS1; S2bÞ and Pn
bðS1; S2bÞ denote the two-

dimensional probability density function, S2b is the S2
signal collected in the bottom array of the photomultipliers.
The systematic uncertainties of background estimation (σb)
and nuisance parameters (σpν

) are constrained via Gaussian
penalty terms Gðδ; σÞ.
There is no significant excess observed in the data above

the background under the hypothesis test. We derive 90%
confidence level (C.L.) constraints on the reference cross
section σ̄n versus DM mass mχ for mS ¼ 300 MeV=c2 and
BRðη → π0SÞ ¼ 1.0 × 10−5, as shown in the upper panel of
Fig. 2. The cutoff atmχ ¼ 150 MeV=c2 is due to the on shell

FIG. 1. Upper panel: flux of atmospheric DM on Earth (dash-
dotted lines) and that reaching the PandaX-4T detector (solid
lines). Lower panel: differential event rate in the xenon detector.
For illustration, we takemS ¼ 300 MeV=c2 and BRðη → π0SÞ ¼
1 × 10−5. The green and blue lines are for DM mass of mχ ¼
1 MeV=c2 with the reference cross section σ̄n ¼ 6.2 × 10−35 cm2

and 5.3 × 10−32 cm2 respectively. The orange lines are for mχ ¼
100 MeV=c2 with σ̄n ¼ 2.9 × 10−31 cm2. The solid line shows
theMonte Carlo simulation with the quasielastic process included,
while the dashed line is with an elastic-only assumption, for
comparison. The quasielastic process not only reduces the reached
flux, but also shifts the reached flux to the lower region.
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requirement of mS > 2mχ . The lower edge of the excluded
band reaches 5.9 × 10−37 cm2 at mχ ¼ 0.1 MeV=c2, and
2.4 × 10−31 cm2 at mχ ¼ 150 MeV=c2. The upper edge is
7.4 × 10−34 cm2 at mχ¼0.1MeV=c2, and 3.0 × 10−28 cm2

atmχ ¼ 150 MeV=c2, which indicates that the atmospheric
DM particles with a too large scattering cross section
encounter very strong Earth attenuation and can hardly
reach our detector. For light DM, the corresponding DM
form factor in this model leads to an enhancement on the
event rate of DM-nucleus scattering, which pushes the
excluded region downward as compared to the conventional
contact interaction. For smaller mediator mass mS, the
elastic scattering contribution becomes relatively larger
[31], which results in less loss of the kinetic energy in
Earth and pushes the upper edge of the exclusion band
higher.
Alternatively, for a fixed DM mass, mχ ¼ 1 MeV=c2 for

instance, the constraints can be converted into the η meson
decay branching ratio BRðη → π0SÞ, as shown in the lower

panel of Fig. 2. The smallest upper limit on the branching
ratio reaches 1.6 × 10−7 at a reference cross section of
9.0 × 10−33 cm2.
To show the sensitivity of direct detection in testing

the paradigm of a light dark sector with a mediator and
sub-GeV DM, we give constrains on the mediator mass mS

versus coupling gu in Fig. 3, by setting gχ ¼ 1 and DM
massmχ ¼ mS=3 as recommended in Ref. [14]. Constraints
on the coupling strength by recasting results from the
beam dump experiment MinibooNE [38] and precision
kaon measurement experiments E787 and E949 [39–42] at
Brookhaven are also shown for illustration [14]. Through
searching for the DM flux generated from a cosmic ray,
direct detection can provide comparable results on the
light DM.
In summary, we perform the first search for atmospheric

DMusing data from the PandaX-4T commissioning run. For
light DM, a dedicated calculation of the Earth attenuation
effect is done with both elastic and quasielastic scatte-
ring processes included. We demonstrate that the quasi-
elastic process is important in the evaluation of the
Earth attenuation effect, especially for those boosted DM
particles. With a scalar mediator mS ¼ 300 MeV and
BRðη → π0SÞ ¼ 1.0 × 10−5, we derive the strongest con-
straints on the reference DM-nucleon scattering cross
section. For DMmassmχ ¼ 0.1 MeV=c2, the cross section
within 5.9 × 10−37 − 7.4 × 10−34 cm2 is excluded. For DM
mχ ¼ 150 MeV=c2, the cross section within 2.4 × 10−31 −
3.0 × 10−28 cm2 is excluded.We also derive upper limits on
the BRðη→π0SÞ with mχ¼1MeV=c2, mS¼300MeV=c2,
and BRðS → χχÞ ¼ 1. The lowest upper limit of the
branching ratio is 1.6 × 10−7 for a reference cross section
of 9.0 × 10−33 cm2. These results can be converted to the
parameter space of mS versus gu of the hardrophilic DM

FIG. 2. Top: 90% C.L. excluded limit on σn versus DM mass,
with mS ¼ 300 MeV=c2, BRðη → π0SÞ ¼ 1 × 10−5. Bottom:
90% C.L. excluded limit on BRðη → π0SÞ versus σn, with mS ¼
300 MeV=c2, DM massmχ ¼ 1 MeV=c2, and BRðS → χχ̄Þ ¼ 1.
The �1σ sensitivity band is shown in the green area. The region
filled with blue color is excluded.

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
]2 [MeV/cSm

6−10

510

410

310

2–

–

–

–

10

u
 g

PandaX-4T

MinibooNE

E787/E949

FIG. 3. 90% C.L. excluded limit on gu versus mediator massmS,
with DM mass mχ ¼ 1=3mS and gχ ¼ 1. �1σ sensitivity band is
shown in the green area. Constraints derived by recasting results
fromMinibooNE and E787/E949 are taken directly from Ref. [14].
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model. For thismodel, the results from the PandaX-4Tdirect
detection experiment are comparable to those from the beam
dump and precision meson measurement experiments.
PandaX-4T continues taking more physics data and is
expected to improve the sensitivity by another order of
magnitude with a 6-tonne·year.
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